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IT’S THAT TIME OF YEAR 

In this world nothing can be said to be certain, except death and taxes. 
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 - Benjamin Franklin 1789


Year-end is coming. It comes every year and it’s always hard. That’s crunch time. A time often characterised 
by perceived (or real) deficiency in either time, people, skills or any other resource. In turn, this leads to 
expectation, urgency and intensity. 

Given that you go through the same process every year, do you wonder why it’s so hard?

Have you ever wondered why you are so involved even though it happens every year? You know the 
drill, when your team starts working night shifts and you get pulled into 'results meetings' because they just 
can't nail it? When 'version control' on documents becomes an issue?  

Do you think it's strange that it feels like year-end comes down to the last minute every time? When 
documents are printed at the last minute, and you receive messages and texts containing critical updates even 
as you walk in the door to the Board meeting? 

Why does it always come down to the crunch?
(What about that feeling of relief when the Board meeting is done?) 

Wouldn't it be great if it were right first time? You might be thinking ‘that’s impossible’…but what if it 
was possible? It doesn’t need to be perfect, but it needs to be right. ‘Right’ is in the eye of the beholder (and 
yes, we are guided by our codes of practice and governing standards). With the right landscape in place, 
right first time is a reality to strive for.

So why is this happening?
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WE’RE TRYING TO DO EVERYTHING 

The market, our workforce….everyone expects more. 


Our job is no longer limited to producing financial information and results. It’s about performance. It’s about 
the activity required to make our work more 
efficient and yield better results. It’s about 
proactively influencing the business to make 
commercially smart decisions that remain within 
the bounds of the standards and guidelines. This is 
a stark contrast to the days where we simply 
provided reports and numbers on historical 
financial information on past activity.

The focus areas for CFOs and finance functions 
share similar characteristics across the board and 
the market is mandating that we be focussed on 
automation, partnering, value and cost reduction 
and ensuring that we have the skills to provide the 
analysis that matters. These aren’t small changes 
that can easily be implemented at the same time. 
Adoption and implementation of systems, 
processes and practices requires strategic 
consideration and tactical rollout. Which takes time 
and effort and money.1

 EY publication: The DNA of the CFO: Is the future of finance new technology or new people? (2016); Stepping up: How finance 1

functions are transforming to drive business results (PWC Finance Effectiveness Benchmark Report 2017) & Oracle’s top 5 Strategic 
CFO priorities for 2017 
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In addition to the increasing market demands, our workforce today doesn’t simply turn up to bring home a 
pay cheque. Long hours at the photocopier is no longer considered a rite of passage. Staff turn up to meet 
specific career goals and expect to be able to achieve these in an environment that is contemporary, dynamic, 
and supportive of their aspirations. They flock to organisations that are purpose-led and allow them the 
opportunity to be challenged and contribute to the big decisions. It’s their take on work/life balance:‘a sense 
that being in your business will make their life more interesting and satisfying. ’ And if their needs aren’t 2

met, they leave.

It’s crunch time all the time. 


The increasing volume and complexity of crunch times raises new challenges for the whole organisation. 
Project management and ‘juggling’ multiple priorities doesn’t come naturally to many people. Deadlines are 
missed and performance slips as staff try to learn on the job. 

Downtime no longer exists which leaves no time for people to ‘come up for air’ and plan their next crunch 
time. Planning is the first thing to be dropped, which means execution is compromised. 

Crunch times also look different today. It’s no longer year-end, quarter-end, month-end; it’s quality 
improvement project, IT systems project, culture transformation project all thrown on top as competing 
priorities. And there’s the Board and the regulators to deal with. 

All of these projects require a different mindset and way of thinking. Struggling with multiple crunch times 
whilst making increasingly complex and diverse decisions means that crunch times can be a ticking time 
bomb. 

We are in fight or flight mode all the time. The answer is not to wrap formal project methodology around 
every crunch time. We need to understand that the landscape has changed and we just can’t do 
everything. We need to focus on the critical path.

We plug our workforce  

People leave at inopportune times - that’s the reality. But while we know we can’t plug a number to give us a 
result we want, for some reason we think it’s OK to plug the hole with existing headcount and still achieve 
the same quality outcome. 

Whilst resource shortage is generally is a dull rumble throughout the whole year, the issue comes to a head 
during crunch times: when ‘everything’ seems both important and urgent. Our initial reaction when someone 
leaves just before or during crunch time, is to say ‘that’s ok, I’ll just roll up my sleeves and get us through 
this time.’ or ‘we can give it to Jane this year - she’s done it before. She’ll just need to manage it on top of 
her existing workload’. 

Does that sound like the right answer?

 Taylor, B (2018), The Right and Wrong Way to Attract Young Workers to a “Boring” Company
2
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Working harder doesn’t work anymore  

We think we need to do everything, so crunch times take too long. We have procedures, best practices, 
reference guides - we have support. However, these were established when the context was significantly 
different. Because we have spent so much of our career being supported by these structures and frameworks, 
because of the volume of work we are trying to get through and because they have been successful for us in 
the past, we don’t think to ask, ‘is this still helpful? Is this step still necessary or is there a better way to do 
it?’. There’s a lot of talk and noise about redundant processes and legacy system issues, but rarely is critical 
path action taken. This means our deadlines always come down to the crunch. We need to work smarter, not 
harder.

The introduction of Sarbanes Oxley (S-Ox) took finance functions and audit teams by storm. A brand new set 
of processes, procedures and sign-offs required to provide the market with additional assurance that the 
financial information presented was prepared in accordance with generally accepted principles. Workload 
sky-rocketed and the amount of documentation was insane. I remember turning up to my first SEC listed 
client in San Francisco and sat down to read the S-Ox documentation. Wow. Hundreds of trees were killed in 
the process of one audit. Fortunately, I arrived in the year when the audit firms and SEC registrants alike 
realised that burning that much time, money and effort on this new legislation wasn’t producing the value the 
auditing standards sought. We could work smarter, not longer, and still meet the requirements of the 
standard. We continually challenged ourselves on the documentation we needed. An audit section that 
previously filled 3 lever arch files, we got down to 1. The team went from ticking boxes, reviewing 
documentation, to thinking smarter and collaborating more, and ultimately producing quality results.   

We expect more  

We expect to be in the strategic and Board level conversations, leading discussions on where we think the 
future lies. EY’s 2016 Global Insurance CFO Survey  found that CFOs’ top 3 priorities were far reaching:3

1. Provide insight to support growth
2. Align Finance, Risk and Actuarial organisation, process, systems and data to create more value
3. Increase efficiencies of the CFO areas.

PWC’s report on ‘The Changing Role of the CFO’, while focused on the power utilities sector, also 
recognised the global shift in roles due to changing technology, market and customer contexts. It specifically 
called out the change in role from a ‘fiduciary one (custodian and preserving value) to a visionary one (an 
architect creating value)’ and also their critical role in redefining value for the organisation.

Gale Sommers - CFO of Virginia-based Professional Warranty Service Corporation was quoted as saying ‘I 
really don’t spend a lot of time on the financial numbers anymore. I’m mostly focused on operations and 
strategic planning.’  Mckinsey’s 2016 Global Survey on the role of the CFO found that of the 545 4

respondents, four in ten of them had spend most of their previous 12 months working on non-traditional 
finance areas.  5

The remit has broadened, and whilst that comes with increased responsibility, and it’s exciting. We don’t 
want - or expect - to be running up against the same challenges each and every year.  

 EY (2016), Global Insurance Survey, p413

 Dill, K, CFOs Have Bigger Roles Than Before - And They Like It That Way, Forbes4

 McKinsey&Company, (Dec 2016),  Are today’s CFOs ready for tomorrow’s demands on finance?5
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WE’RE REACTING WHEN WE SHOULD BE 
PROACTING 

We are out of our comfort zone


Historically seen as a back-office function, we are used to waiting until the work is done before we compile 
the numbers. This has changed and business partnering - providing strategic, value-add, and proactive 
commercial guidance - is the focus. However, becoming a valued and trusted partner doesn’t happen 
overnight. It takes considerable time and effort to prove that you’re committed and able to help. This can 
mean a finance business partner ends up reacting more than ever to every little request or question raised by 
the business to inspire this trust and confidence as they try to ‘win over’ the business. They’re still operating 
in reaction mode which continues to make it hard to prioritise and plan.

More than ever under the spotlight 

Boards are taking a more proactive interest into the affairs of their organisations. Through international cases 
like Wells Fargo and Volkswagon, we are seeing Board members being held to account (financially and with 
jail time) for not satisfying their duties - it’s forcing them to have more skin in the game. A huge shift for 
Boards, it also means that executives need to respond and react to their increased interest. It’s not only the 
increased time to answer questions, it’s also dealing with the broadened focus - while we’re used to sharing 
financial information with them and talking to accounting policies and areas of judgment, their focus is now 
on leadership and culture. This requires finance leaders of today to draw the link between finance and 
leadership, and be transparent about the culture that exists and surrounds the production of the numbers.   

Closer to home, corporate scandals like the CBA Austrac issue validate the need for improved rigour and 
focus on culture and leadership. Fast becoming a salient topic, Boards are more than ever before requesting 
executive teams to lift the lid on culture, to understand whether their executive teams have appropriate 
oversight and visibility and whether they may be exposed. 

The culmination of these issues is that there is heightened regulator focus. APRA are now performing ‘risk 
culture’ reviews of organisations and the commencement of the Royal Commission into the Financial 
Services industry of Australia proves it. Times have and still are changing and we need to be more proactive 
than ever to stay on top.  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OUR LEADERS AND PEOPLE ARE STRUGGLING 
TO KEEP UP 

The skills shortage 

Our people have not had the opportunity to experience how leadership skills can support - and enhance - 
their technical skills. Part of the challenge is that not everyone is a highly skilled leader - they are highly 
skilled finance professionals, which means that technically they are exceptional, but when it comes to so-
called ‘soft skills’ like having conversations that count, building team cohesion and motivating stressed out 
employees, it can be hard. Without these skills ready to deploy during crunch ties, people revert to their 
natural motivations and behaviours which often are not conducive to excellence in leading delivery.

2018 research and accompanying survey of more than 800 CFOs worldwide  showed that 4 out of the top 10 6

concerns for senior management were staff related:
- difficulty attractive/retaining qualified employees
- employee productivity
- rising wages and salaries
- employee morale

Without the right leaders in place, supported with the right skills, these concerns will be exacerbated and will 
be clearly evident in the numbers: recruiting and training costs will skyrocket, quality will decrease resulting 
in higher consultancy fees such as audit costs, and because of the pressure of crunch time, you might even 
see medical expenses increase as burnout and stress become real limiters.

 Dupuy, P and Graham, J, (2018), CFOs Struggle with the Work/Life Balance6
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Cutting the wrong corners 

New deadline next Thursday? Great - let’s get cracking. But have you ever done a post project review and 
looked at where the time was spent? Have you looked at the planning phase and thought ‘wow, what value 
did that add? What did we do for all those hours?’ With hindsight you can’t see the direct link between the 
planning and the outcome. 

It’s for this reason that when we get handed another crunch time, planning is often the first to go. Teams 
move straight into execution. But we know that failing to plan is planning to fail, so why do our teams do 
this? Because this is the way the brain is wired. As technicians, our preference is to create outcomes by 
rolling up our sleeves and solving problems. This is where we are most comfortable. Without training and 
experience, we are not naturally motivated or skilled at coming up with a rapid plan that will influence - in 
the right way - how we will execute. So we go straight into execution mode with little thought about how we 
might execute most effectively.


     “Plans are of little importance, but planning is essential.”   
         ― Winston Churchill 

Teams become dysfunctional  

Have you ever got into a canoe with a partner and just started rowing? 3 things can happen here - you go in 
circles, you go nowhere, or you fall in. The same can happen if you haven’t planned your crunch time. Very 
quickly your team loses cohesion and can become dysfunctional. Conflicting agendas run rife, undercurrents 
and ‘behind closed door’ huddles become more frequent. It becomes very confusing for the staff as they 
receive conflicting orders and don’t know who to go to when faced with an issue. It is paralysing and teams 
become extremely unproductive.  

Note: This is not to say that you need your team to sing ‘kum ba ya’ together in the late hours of the evening 
when they’re working around the clock. No - group think is equally as dangerous as dysfunction because you 
reduce the likelihood that the right result will be obtained. If the crunch time hill becomes insurmountable, 
the risk of apathy increases as is the possibility that people will rollover on decisions simply to ‘get it done’.

Quality becomes the victim  

What does this mean? It takes longer to get it right or we deliver the wrong outcome. This was more obvious 
back when we printed everything, because we could see how much paper was being thrown out at the end of 
every day. We could see how much red ink we were scribbling over the pages. 

Now, when we are focused on electronic working, it’s all about version control, and track changes, and 
filename conventions to control our document management. Wrong sounds harsh, but let’s be honest, if it’s 
not right, it’s wrong. 

Right is a subjective term and it doesn’t purely mean ‘free of error’. Perfection is an impossible goal. 
However, in order for finance functions to not only survive but thrive, ‘right’ needs to mean ‘acceptable to be 
included in submission of the final deliverable/results’.  
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You don’t see any other way 

If your team can’t get it right (despite the fact they should now how), you become too hands on. You don’t 
get a chance to focus on the big picture, strategic and commercial issues that you should be focusing on. 

This is noise and disruption that you don’t have time to deal with. Because you’re already spending too much 
time working. The Dupuy and Graham survey also showed that all CFOs are working at least 25% more 
hours than they’d like in any given work week .  7

These results are fascinating, because if C-suite can’t get their work/life in order, then what chance to the rest 
of the team have?   

 Dupuy, P and Graham, J, (2018), CFOs Struggle with the Work/Life Balance7
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YOU DON’T HAVE ENOUGH TIME TO FIX THE 
PROBLEM… 

(the real problem is that you don’t know what it is) 
Let’s face it. The real reason you’re hands on is because you’re not confident they will deliver the result right 
first time. You know there’s an issue - there’s a pit in your stomach, you can see it across the department floor 
- something’s not working. And even though you hire the best, you have a leadership team in place to support 
you, and you feel that they have been through this before and therefore know what to do…..it still comes 
down to the last minute. 

So in order to rid yourself of the fear of the unknown, you roll up your sleeves and do it yourself. We then 
waste time guessing what’s wrong and fixing that - instead of clearly identifying the problem and fixing that.

But don’t worry, you’re not alone. Studies performed in 2012 showed that three quarters of a billion dollars 
was spent on improving ‘employee engagement’ but yet only 63% of employees actually felt engaged in their 
work . What this shows is that a lot of money is being spent with the well meaning intent to improve the 8

workplace for its employees. Unfortunately the statistics also show that it is spent with arguably little return. 

In his book, The Employee Experience Advantage, Jacob Morgan shares the result of his more recent study 
that volumes of money didn’t improve things for employee engagement because hey were in effect short 
term ‘adrenalin shots’. Not focussing on identifying the source of long term engagement for employees 
means that there’s no sustainable return. For companies that had (a) identified the sources and (b) invested in 
them, the financials followed with average profit being ~4x higher and average revenue being ~2x higher 
than the other organisations surveyed. 
With statistics like these, and millions of dollars being spent without return, as custodians of the 
organisations financial situation it would be highly irresponsible to risk doing the same. 

 Hollon, J, (2012), Weekly Wrap: $720 Million Spent On Engagement and This Is All We Get8
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‘RIGHT FIRST TIME' NEEDS TO 
BE YOUR REALITY 

In your role you need the confidence that you’ll have the right result delivered to you….the first time. Not the 
third time after you’ve already sunk too many hours into it, but the first time. To free up your time so you can 
lead the organisation more strategically and focus on Board level issues. And you can do this you have a 
cohesive team that delivers. 

“THIRD TIME LUCKY DOESN’T CUT IT DURING CRUNCH TIMES” 

What’s a redo?

Every time you receive an updated version to review, that’s a redo. Every time the team needs to redo the 
work, that’s a redo. Each time you see a version 2, version 3, that involves a redo. 

With each redo, consider the work that has been sunk into that redo:
- You have reviewed the first version, provided comments and passed it back for remediation.
- Time has been spent by you and your team to communicate and understand the feedback.
- Your team have performed additional work and updated the documentation to reflect the new work. Any 

reference to that work has been updated in other documents, and upstream/downstream impacts have been 
considered and amended accordingly.

- The work has been sent back to you for review.

What is the cost of each redo?

Every time you get another version, you need to check that your previous comments have been amended and 
verify nothing else has changed. And then there’s the chain of command to make sure that it’s reflected 
consistently in all other board papers, publications and communications. Redos take time, therefore reducing 
productivity and costing money. 

Consider the value you could be creating elsewhere instead of re-reviewing version 3? Imagine what your 
team might look like, not scrambling around late at night trying to address your review comments. Ask 
yourself, “What would the reduction in your consultant fees if your team delivered ‘right first time’?”

Crunch time is like a grand final, or a finals match leading up to a grand final. There’s no room for redos. If 
you’re going to take the trophy home, you need to get your game plan right first time.

50 shades of grey

Being ‘right first time’ is increasingly tricky because being right is subjective: in business these days, you can 
rarely only be right or wrong. There’s very little black and white, but many shades of grey.

However, the benefit of being in a senior leadership role is that you have the opportunity and authority to 
define ‘right’ in your context. It’s about setting the standard of performance and clearly communicating the 
expectation to your team. It’s about making sure you play your part in helping your team get it right first 
time. 

‘If you sincerely want to change…raise your standards. What changes people is when their shoulds 
become musts.’         - Tony Robbins 
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CONFIDENT CRUNCH TIMES: GETTING IT RIGHT 
FIRST TIME 

Image 1: Redo Ranking 

Right first time 

The document is handed to you right first time. A few minor changes and you flick it on as final 

This is not to say that you won’t have any interaction with your team before the document is delivered to 
you. Quite the opposite. Your engagement and involvement will be significant but it will largely take place 
before crunch time. And because you have developed a culture of communication, collaboration and 
challenge, your team understand and can proactively meet your expectations. Which means you are 
confident that they know what they need to do, by when and how. 

By engaging your team early and providing them with your intention and vision of the crunch time, your 
team have the opportunity to be inspired by their role in crunch time. In turn, they are highly motivated to 
perform at their best, and constantly challenge themselves and the status quo. Because of this, inspired teams 
are hugely proactive, because they are aligned with their leader and they know their leader will protect them.

In his book, Legacy, James Kerr talks about the mentality of the All Blacks Rugby Union team - arguably the 
best of all time. The All Blacks ‘embrace expectations’ and it’s this mindset that is the difference between 
them and all others. ‘Don’t be satisfied to reach your targets. Go higher’ or ‘We hate coming second to 
ourselves’ demonstrates their engrained mindset to continually raise the bar. How does it serve them? Check 
their record. 

What would ‘embrace expectations’ look like in your workforce? 
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When inspired teams deliver the right outcome first time, business stakeholders feel in control and 
proactively advocate for you and your team. They support your team and go the extra mile for you - this is 
the ultimate in cross functional working and business partnering.

1 redo 


You review version 1 and it’s right in version 2. 


1 redo is OK - assuming the first version isn’t a dog’s breakfast and your review doesn’t involve rewriting 
the document yourself. Taking into account those assumptions, you’d be quite satisfied with 1 redo. We 
understand right first time is aspirational.

It is realistic that teams that are truly high performing should have 1 redo as their target. With a way of 
working that is efficient, productive and genuinely enjoyable, there is a healthy level of empathy, respect, 
challenge and trust that together works to deliver quality outcomes. This ‘culture’ becomes tangible and 
when these teams interact with stakeholders, conversations and activity are taken to a deeper level. ‘Strategic 
business partner’ is what a lot of us are aspiring to be at the moment. Being able to take a more commercial 
approach to risk, results, and quality allows the working relationship to be more efficient and effective for 
both parties.

Think about a great team you were a part of (or you follow). How good is it having the confidence that your 
teammate will always catch the ball? And if they didn't, you knew that they had done everything they could? 
That is how being in a high performing team feels. 

3 redos 

This is the general reality for most organisations. You review v1 and v2, and by v3, it’s ready. 

For various reasons, it really is ‘third time lucky’ in most instances. While you know it’s too many, it’s been 
that way for years and so doesn’t impact time or cost too much as it’s now built into your internal processes. 
It’s average. Your team do the work that is expected of them, but generally slowly and with a reasonable 
amount of follow-up or chasing. They get the job done, but they don't set the world on fire. 

Most teams are average as it affords them a level of predicability and certainty that is comforting for them. 
Because of this, leaders become detached from the impact not getting it right until the third time, and don’t 
dwell on the possibility it could be better. When stakeholders operate with average teams, there’s a lot of 
silence. There’s a sense of reluctant acceptance of the status quo and conversations are relatively one way 
and muted.

4 redos: not quite right  

Time to be concerned. Something isn’t working if it comes to you 4 times before it’s right.  

Chaotic teams spend their time fighting fires and it’s obvious to those around them. They walk around 
rushed with an intense look on their faces, because they don't have the time or energy to think clearly before 
their next meeting. They don't think, they just do. Which is why they will rush to get you version 2, and they 
will rush to get you version 3… and it’s not until then that they lift their head up and realise they need to 
focus to get it right.

Chaotic teams disappoint and leave the business dissatisfied. Due to their poor stakeholder management and 
delivery skills they often overpromise and underdeliver because there’s lots of ‘busyness’ and not enough of 
the right ‘business’.
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Do you have a grey market? When 5 redos might be a characteristic of your team  

It’s the third week of late nights. You’re reviewing v5 of the document due to the Board on Friday 
and you know it’s just not right. It’s awful, but we’ve all been there.  

Internally, silently, we are throwing up our hands and saying ‘what is going on here’?! Why can’t they get it 
right? There has been a breakdown of something, that’s for sure, but getting to the bottom of it is confusing.

What is dangerous is the absence of awareness or indifference often shown by these teams. Is it  
due to their relative inexperience as a team or individually, or is it the way they have formed, are led and 
continue to operate? Either way, they expose an organisation to significant financial, reputational, and 
productivity risks. What concerns you is the way their body language doesn’t suggest that they think 
anything is wrong.

Without having a go-pro attached to their laptop, you don't know what they are advising their stakeholders. 
What could this do to your organisation?

If you have shadow functions sitting out in the business, unfortunately you have a grey market. Other areas 
of the business have consciously and actively engaged in activity to avoid dealing with you and your team, 
to the point where they’ve set up their own function to meet their needs. This is a costly reality in many 
organisations and is an indication that you have a significant issue that needs to be addressed.
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INFORMATION IS POWER 

Our ability to lead our team through crunch times dictates the quality of the results we deliver and the 
ongoing performance and engagement of our team. It also dictates our ability to thrive in our broader lives. 

Now you are armed with the powerful information to identify where your team are operating when in crunch 
times, you are able to identify the next steps required.

Can you afford not to know this information and remain relevant now and going forward?

LIFTING THE LID ON CRUNCH TIMES
	 


By now, you may have realised you have a problem. But to solve it - efficiently, and with respect to the work 
currently in train and the time your people are already investing into delivering outcomes for your 
organisation - you just be really clear on the true cause of the problem.  

So how do we figure out where the problem lies?

Resist the temptation to dive into detail and get lost in the reeds. Have a think about what you want, and what 
your organisation needs. 
 
You want your team to deliver you the result right first time, so that you can focus your time on strategic and 
Board level issues. Your organisation needs cohesive teams to confidently rely upon to make the right 
decisions and deliver quality outcomes.

On that basis, we believe the landscape of crunch time is shaped by 2 main elements:  

1. The need to have the right outcome. We call this certainty: it is the certainty one has that ‘the right’ 
result will be obtained.  

2. The need for a safe environment. One that allows high performing teams to strive, challenge the status 
quo and therefore thrive. Strive, challenge and thrive. It’s big, bold and courageous, but so is getting it 
right first time.
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Image 2: What is your Crunch time landscape? 

WE NEED TO BE RIGHT: THE IMPORTANCE OF CERTAINTY DURING 
CRUNCH TIMES

We simply cannot move away from our need for accuracy nor should we. We have a duty to the people we 
work with and for, to perform with integrity and deliver the results within the boundaries that govern our 
work.

No one likes surprises - especially during crunch times. So certainty is highly valued and sought after. And 
during financial crunch times, it is about certainty that the right result will be obtained. The language used by 
organisations that strive for a high level of certainty often sounds like ‘Our results will…’, ‘We are confident 
that…’ and often talk about competency, performance, achievement and outcomes.

For those that don’t place a high value on certainty, they may be more focused on process, innovation, and 
use language like ‘We are considering the possibility that…’, ‘What are our options…’, ‘if we took a 
different path’.

Certainty is illustrated on image 2 by the ‘x-axis’. Where the need for certainty is low, accuracy and 
‘complete’ delivery isn’t a priority. Teams that have high certainty have stakeholders who are confident that 
the right result will be obtained.  

SAFETY DOESN’T STUNT PERFORMANCE, IT ENCOURAGES IT

Safe landscapes provide the processes, systems and support for high performance. Employees in safe 
organisations like going to work, and they foster values like transparency, empathy and integrity. Ironically, 
safe landscapes enable risks to be taken which allow growth and innovation to occur.
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Unsafe landscapes don’t have the organisational infrastructure to keep their staff safe. Processes, systems and 
support may exist, but may not be integrated in a way that supports the people. This may often arise due to 
significant change within the organisation - for example lots of mergers, acquisitions, etc. There is also 
generally a low level of trust and genuine respect in these environments.  

Safety is illustrated on image 2 by the ‘y-axis’. Where safety is low, teams don’t have clear boundaries or 
support frameworks in place. If they do, the existing culture is not to use them. Where safety is high, 
employees know they can challenge and take courageous steps to reach the right decision.
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When we know the lay of the land, we can make better decisions 
and judgments during crunch times so we get it right first time. 

When we are clear on what matters, we can lead cohesive teams 
that deliver awesome crunch times and who allow you get on with 
your ‘real’ job. 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Are you ready to prepare your 
team to get it right first time? 

‘Prescription without diagnosis is malpractice’.  
	 	 	 	 	 - Tony Alessandra


Having clarity of your crunch time landscape empowers you with the knowledge needed to determine which 
levers to pull to get your crunch times right first time. Investment in engagement and empowerment alone 
does not translate into results and therefore will not provide you with the return you’re looking for. 

Like a set of keys hidden at the bottom of a bag, the key to your team delivering results right first time is 
buried in your function somewhere. Detailed and expert diagnosis enables you to find it.  Any arbitrary 
investment or effort in improvement is wasted is invested in the wrong space. 

A diagnostic review of your landscape before and during crunch times involves interviews with members of 
your leadership team and key personnel. The output from those interviews is analysed against the crunch 
time landscape diagnostic and the detailed report provided to you:  

• identifies soft spots that exist in your function and team;
• highlights where your opportunities for excellence lie; and 
• inform your path forward with certainty. 

The report provides clear recommendations to enable you to make your next crunch time a success and get it 
right first time.  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About Alena 

Obsessed with helping leaders and teams deliver through crunch 
times, Alena uses her years of professional experience delivering 
countless crunch times and expertise as a qualified accountant, 
accredited coach and motivational profiling practitioner to identify 
an unclog outdated processes and practices and unleash the 
innovation that lies within each individual and team.

By connecting technical and leadership skills, she arms leaders 
with the capability to tactically navigate and lead their teams 
through the depths of crunch times for better decision-making, 
leading to better results and outcomes. 

Alena regularly provides insights into the what, why, how and 
when of leading through crunch times. Register for information that 
will change the way you get through crunch times at - 
www.alenabennett.com.   

Get in touch

To learn more about how you as an individual or an organisation 
can deliver awesome crunch times, contact Alena Bennett.

alena@alenabennett.com.au
0451 541 481

Connect with Alena:

LinkedIn: linkedin.com/in/alena-bennett-5825103
Twitter: @ab_alenabennett
Website: www.alenabennett.com 
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